One of the important aspects of decision making and management in distributed systems is collecting accurate information about the available resources of the peers. The previously proposed approaches for collecting such information completely depend on the system's architecture. In the server-oriented architecture, servers assume the main role of collecting comprehensive information from the peers and the system. Next, based on the information about the features of the basic activities and the system, an exact description of the peers' status is produced. Accurate decisions are then made using this description. However, the amount of information gathered in this architecture is too large, and it requires massive processing. On the other hand, updating the information takes time, causing delays and undermining the validity of the information. In addition, due to the limitations imposed by the servers, such architecture is not scalable and dynamic enough. The peer-to-peer architecture was introduced to address these concerns. However, due to a lack of complete knowledge of the peers and the system, the decisions are made without a precise description of the peers' status and are only based on the hardware data collected from the peers. Such an abstract and general image of the peers is not adequate for the purpose of decision making. In this paper, a 4-dimensional model is presented for the purpose of information collection and the exact description of the peer's status, including the features of the peer, the basic activity, the time, and the specifications of the system. The proposed model is for a server-oriented architecture, but it also adapts to the peer-to-peer serverless architecture. Based on this model, a new approach is introduced for information collection and an exact description of the peers' status in a peer-to-peer system based on the Latin square concept. We evaluate the model in the server-oriented and serverless situations. The workload is considered as the basic activity in our evaluation. Our evaluation demonstrates that in a server-oriented situation, increasing the size of the system has a direct relation with time. However, a serverless situation does not follow this behavior.
Introduction
The most important concern about the decisions made in distributed systems for resource management, load balancing, task distribution, and so on is collecting accurate and updated data about the resources of the peers [1] [2] [3] . In the real world, the decision-making issue calls for 3 categories of information: 1) information that the decision maker should gather regarding the system's elements, 2) information about the activity for which the decision is to be made, and 3) information about the system's status or environment of the decision maker. These 3 groups of data should also be gathered for the decisions made in distributed systems. The decision maker should collect information about the system elements, peers, and the features of the activity that should be done in this system (we name it "basic activity"). In addition, data about the structure and the basic features of the system need to be collected. Based on these data, the decision maker then generates descriptions of the peers to be used in making its decisions.
Collecting information about the available resources of the peers in a distributed system should be done according to the system's goal, which directs the task of decision making. Based on the model proposed by Foster about the features of the resources, the range of resources that can be shared in a distributed system spans a wide range, from those with thoroughly dynamic features to those with completely static features [4] . Information collected about the resources available in a system depends on the system's goals. For example, in systems with computational sharing goals, the information related to the CPU load and memory status are collected [5, 6] . The systems whose goal is data sharing collect data about databases and XML files [7, 8] . Systems designed and implemented with the goal of file sharing collect data pertinent to files. Such systems may limit their search and administration to a few specific types of files [9, 10] . Systems designed to perform input/output (I/O) sharing and collaboration among the nodes collect information about the desired I/O [11, 12] . As such, in any arbitrary distributed system with any arbitrary architecture, the crucial information is gathered in accordance with their major goal. Such types of information have specific features: their volume is large, they respond to only a few specific requests, and they are merely collected by the hardware approach. Since the data are collected based on a series of parameters and certain features, making decisions calls for the relations between these parameters and features and the effects they exert upon each other. Thus, there must be a model by which data are collected and decisions are made.
Collecting information in distributed systems largely depends on the system's architecture [13] . The existing architectures may be divided into 2 major categories: server-oriented and peer-to-peer [14] . In the server-oriented architecture, a monitoring model is used for the purpose of collecting data and making decisions [15] . The server is aware of the status of each of the members within the system [16] . However, collecting information can be done by 2 methods: 1) members send the data indicating their own status at specific time intervals or upon a specific event and 2) the server takes action and gathers the required information indicating the member's status at specific time intervals or upon a specific event [17, 18] . In both methods, the server is constantly adequately informed about the members, the encompassing system, and the activity it desires to make decisions about. However, information collection in the server-oriented architecture suffers from 3 problems, despite its several advantages: scalability, dynamism, and the huge amount of information collected [16] .
Peer-to-peer with serverless architecture was introduced to overcome these problems. All of the peers have the same role. There is no dependency between the peers, or such dependency is maintained at the lowest degree possible. This property makes the system more scalable and dynamic [19, 20] . However, the major problem here is the lack of accurate data covering the system and the status of each member. There are 2 general methods for data collection in this architecture [21] : 1) case-wise, requests are either randomly sent to other peers or a heuristic is used to choose the target peer (e.g., learning-oriented, best neighbor, a combination of the 2, etc.) [22] ; and 2) periodic or event-based: resource information is sent periodically or upon the occurrence of a specific event [23, 24] . Of course, this information merely describes a peer regarding its hardware resources. Consequently, reliability and response time are 2 major challenges of this architecture [25] .
In fact, the implementations only consider the peers' status and describe them from a hardware standpoint. Regardless of the basic activity, responding to requests as time goes by and only relying on the local manner and information, each peer performs information collection. Therefore, the data gathered here offer an abstract definition of the status of each peer [26] .
If the 4-dimensional model is used in a distributed manner across the peer-to-peer architecture, with smaller amounts of data collected and higher accuracy gained, the peers' status can be described. Based on the 4-dimensional model, each peer describes its own status. To describe the status, the first thing each peer needs to investigate is its own hardware resources. Such parameters or features are referred to as machine attributes (MAtrib) in this paper. In addition, each peer needs to consider the system within which it resides. System attributes (SAtrib) refer to these system parameters, constituting another dimension of the model. Furthermore, each peer must describe its status regarding the basic activity through which it is involved. This assumption is necessary since further decisions are made according to a basic activity already defined in the system. Activity attributes (AAtrib) include all such features relating to the basic activity. Finally, the time dimension has been incorporated into the model to represent the changes occurring to each peer's status over time.
The 4-dimension model relies on a good understanding of the relations between the dimensions. Therefore, we need to use 3-dimensional data structures for saving the information in them, such that we can offer a precise image of the peer's status. On the other hand, the generation and maintenance of the information in 3-dimensional data structures is too difficult and costly. Moreover, the storage and retrieval is complicated. In this paper, a solution has been presented, which is to use a Latin square combination design. Thus, the matrix describing the peer's status, entitled 'Peer's Square', is used throughout this paper. The 4-dimensional model is put into action by launching it on the unstructured peer-to-peer system, with the basic activity defined as the workload.
The 4-dimensional model offered for describing the peer's status has the following advantages and merits:
1. The presented model takes into account the parameters SAtrib and AAtrib, including the basic activity and the system's most effective parameters. These considerations, along with the incorporated time dimension, provide a more accurate description of peers. This property significantly reduces the error while making decisions, a situation that frequently occurs in peer-to-peer systems.
Primary concepts
In this section, the primary concepts and the definition of the model and the Latin square are presented.
Four-dimensional model
In this section, we describe the model's methods of information gathering and decision making in peer-topeer systems relying on a server-oriented architecture. By examining the current decision-making models incorporated into the server-oriented architecture, it is revealed that servers make decisions by creating special combinational designs [27] . Special combinational designs refer to the combination of 3 feature types: 1) some measurable features whose resultant describes each peer in terms of its hardware characteristics, 2) some features specifying the system, and 3) some features specifying the basic activity that has the most significant effect on the system. Using different combinations of these features, servers make decisions about any event or request.
Since the data are updated through the passage of time, a fourth time dimension is added to the model. Thus, a 4-dimensional model can be represented for data collection in this architecture. Using this architecture incorporating the proposed model, decisions are made reliably to a high extent and the number of unresponded requests is kept at the minimum level. In addition, the response time is optimized.
As can be seen in Figure 1a , in server-oriented systems, the server collects information from peers and obtains an accurate description about the status of each peer based on the nature of the nodes basic activity. In this architecture, the server executes and controls the job based on the collected information.
In a serverless peer-to-peer system, shown in Figure 1b , peers that start a global activity in collaboration with other nodes should jointly collect information about their status, nature of the activity, and the overall system. However, in reality, each peer only collects information of the peers that are working with them on executing an activity. 
Definition 1.
Describing peer status is defined as obtaining the peer's general and logical scheme regarding a special basic activity, where decision making relies on when the peer is a member of a distributed system. In other words, if we manage to take into account all of the possible states that any peer may attain while conducting an activity (or a set of activities), then examining the peer's status actually means that we are trying to find out a mathematical relation between time passage through the peer's standpoint and the current peer's status. Such states are described regarding the basic activities.
Describing the peer's status includes the following general concepts and definitions, constituting the 4 dimensions of the model: Definition 2. AAtrib comprises the features of the basic activity that a peer's status is described by and decisions are made based on them. 
Definition 4.
SAtrib comprises effects and draws results from the system encompassing the peer. Such effects may not be neglected.
Definition 5. Time, as the system is constantly changing and thus examining such changes through time passage, is important.
Latin square combination design
As already mentioned, we need a mathematical relation between these 4 spaces; therefore, the combinational design is arranged to establish these relations. If we are to implement such relations or states, the 3-dimensional data structures have to be used to get a precise description of the peer's status. Using data structures with fewer dimensions (e.g., 2 dimensions) will result in losing one or more relations between these spaces. Data generation and maintenance inside 3-dimensional data structures is difficult and costly and presents complexity in their retrieval. Applying the Latin square combination design [28] is the solution proposed for overcoming this problem.
The Latin square helps us to consider several relations of inherent codependency without repeated states for the processes. In this paper, we have used 2 basic features of the Latin square: the lack of any repeated a ij in the rows or columns and the capability for examining various states of any combination design within a 2-dimensional space. The fact that there is no repeated a ij in the rows or columns has the advantage that the square evades all of the repeated states when it describes the peer's status.
The Latin square is a finite combinational design. It means that this square, with all of the information regarding the peer's status (MAtrib), features of the basic activity (AAtrib), time (either explicitly or implicitly), and the system's factors (SAtrib), is capable of defining the state that the peer enters upon occurrence of a special event. In other words, the Latin square is a structure that provides the opportunity for describing a peer's status based on the peer's resources, a certain activity, and the encompassing system through time.
Practically, the effect(s) of AAtrib on any of the other 3, i.e. time, SAtrib, and MAtrib, may be identified pairwise. However, such identification investigates the effects of AAtrib on the other 3 in a separate manner, resulting in a definition in which some certain relations are evaded. This means that in the case that a process, using a traditional design, attempts to examine the effect(s) of AAtrib on the peer's status in the form of (MAtrib, SAtrib ,time), the outcome will be 3 separate examinations and 3 different overviews, while with the Latin square represented in this paper, there will be a single examination and only a single overview. The Latin square provides the process with the opportunity of describing the peer's status based on the effects of a specific activity exerted on the 3 sets all together.
The 4-dimensional model in the peer-to-peer system based on the workload basic activity
In this section, the suggested model is examined and applied in the distributed peer-to-peer system [29] based on workload as a basic activity. For the first step, we describe the peer-to-peer system characteristics and then we adopt the model to the specific characteristics of the peer-to-peer workload-based system.
The selected peer-to-peer system should be able to execute with an acceptable accuracy in both the server-oriented and serverless peer-to-peer architecture [29] . This property allows us to evaluate the model in different architectures and compare the obtained Latin square. The workload, the selected basic activity, is utilized in load balancing based on the processer and memory resources, and so we need a peer-to-peer system with resource sharing capabilities. An important property of the peer-to-peer system is its implementation level. Since the peer-to-peer system is implemented in the kernel of an operation system, the data structure can be easily accessed, which in turn facilitates accurate information retrieval for MAtrib. To apply this model, we also need to have complete information about the structure and functionality of the selected peer-to-peer system to form SAtrib. The peer-to-peer system's structure is based on a mathematical model that will accommodate the application of the 4-dimensional model.
The distributed peer-to-peer system
The distributed peer-to-peer system [29] has no primary structure and the execution task definition (basic execution task, known as the basic activity of the system) is always considered a higher priority compared to the system's structure definition. Actually, the system's structure assumes its shape relying on the work performed (request made). This system has 3 eras: Mosaic, Jurassic, and Kertaseh. The system's structure is formed during these 3 eras.
There are 4 types of resources defined in the incorporated model of this specific system, as there are in common operating systems, which are I/O, Memory, File, and Process. The defined regions in the system are formed based on the definitions provided to these 4 types of resources.
In the peer-to-peer system, each peer has a unit named Oasis, which plays a very crucial role by maintaining the history of the resources' accesses, and based on the classification pattern already defined in the system, the resources' locations are identified. Part of each peer's memory space is used to maintain histories relating to these 4 groups of resources and, correspondingly, there are 4 Oasis subadministrative units named File Management Oasis, Memory Management Oasis, I/O Management Oasis, and IPC Management Oasis.
Oasis space contains metadata about peer-to-peer system resources, which are controlled by a peer-to-peer system administrator located on each peer. The access history, resource requests and responses, and resource response routines are kept there. In other words, when a request cannot be satisfied locally for each resource type, a special Oasis space is formed.
The system is based on a supply/demand system. A supply/demand system continuously changes over time; sometimes it is supply-oriented, i.e. the supply is greater than the demand, and sometimes it is demandoriented. Therefore, the peer-to-peer system structure changes accordingly, which results in different variations of the management rules and logical schemas.
During its formation within the Mosaic era, the system is like a network system. Peers enter the Jurassic era under 2 conditions: 1) upon the occurrence of PBang X, PBang X indicates the condition when a request cannot be satisfied locally; or 2) when a member is forwarded a request by a peer in which PBang X has occurred. Under such conditions, a unit is activated to satisfy the request and logical regions are formed across the system. The region is a logical concept that is formed upon a request and, depending on the resource type requested, a peer is chosen as the coordinator, which will facilitate the implementation of the system management rules across the region.
Within the Kertaseh era, the system is of relative equilibrium and its structure is of stability. This will be true until a certain event happens, after which the system temporarily outbalances and its structure becomes unstable. As soon as supplies and demands are balanced, the system enters a new equilibrium condition and its structure undergoes some changes. In the new condition, the system's management rules correspondingly change. Since in this paper the management rules within the Jurassic era are of interest, some more in-detail descriptions of this era will be presented.
Therefore, the system has 3 different management layers that are defined based on the era within which it resides. Since one of the most basic rules for designing the system is to preserve the autonomy of the peers, all of the management rules will be defined taking into account this principle. In this paper, the method introduced to preserve the peers' autonomy is that each peer describes its own status such that this main principle is not violated.
Factors affecting the peer's status regarding workload activity in the peer-to-peer system
In this section, we are going to examine the peer's definition using the 4-dimensional model introduced and the basis activity defined as the workload. Since one of the system goals is to avoid highly loaded peers, each peer can be reasonably loaded by providing an exact description of its status. If in describing a peer's status, the number of jobs assigned to it, the number of jobs it successfully completed, or the density of the current jobs and so on are merely considered, then it is like describing the peer's status in an abstract space. In other words, the surrounding system and the peer's role are both neglected. When applying the model presented, we first need to specify the MAtrib, AAtrib, and (MAtrib, AAtrib) sets, which further need describing of the peer's status regarding the basic activity. At the second stage, we describe the system's structural description, and, finally, we need to investigate the basic activity effect on the peer's status through the passage of time. Having all of these, the describing matrix will be formed and one can claim that the peer's description is completely based on the peer's nature and its role in the system.
As mentioned earlier, in order to implement the described matrix, we use a special combinational design named the extended Latin square. The Latin square enables the processes of the local peer to describe the peer's status in accordance with the overall system. It is crucial to notice that the Latin square version used in this research is an extended one, derived from the Latin square known in mathematical literature, and it is adapted to the distributed peer-to-peer system. This version is called the LTE.
MAtrib set in the peer-to-peer system
The MAtrib set is formed using the same definitions represented for the resources and its classification in any distributed system. As mentioned before, in the applied model, there are 4 types of resources: I/O, Memory, File, and Process. Based on the resource types, various regions are formed across the system. To describe its status, each peer constructs 4 combinational structures corresponding to each resource type based on the workload activity, From an operating system standpoint, there must be a set of system calls through which users can make use of the 4 types of resources across the system. Moreover, there must be the possibility for a migrated global process (or some of its subprocesses) to satisfy its (their) resource requirements through the system calls provided in the target peer.
The basic operating systems used in the system are those of the UNIX family. Therefore, system calls used in this family are considered as basic system calls. Thus, 4 sets, MAtrib IO , MAtrib F , MAtrib M , and MAtrib P , can be defined and they contain common system calls existing in the UNIX family of operating systems. A process needs the peer's status to make decisions about the workload. In such a condition, the peer' status can be described using 1 of the 4 sets below. This set is determined by the general event (initiation of a migrated global process) that happens in the peer.
AAtrib set in the peer-to-peer system
Any global process is 1 of the 4 types of processes already defined in the system. Therefore, the inability of the local operating system in satisfying the resource requirements of a process causes a global process to be initiated. Based on the type of the resources required, the type of the global process is determined. On the other hand, the operating system kernel structures provide a process with the ability to make decisions about the local AAtrib set containing the basic features of the basic activity. In this paper, as mentioned, the workload is regarded as the basic activity. Thus, the major goal of this paper is to describe the peer's status based on its workload. Therefore, any decision made by the local processes is towards maintaining the workload. They perform such maintenance by deciding whether the peer can participate in a certain global operation or not.
It should be noted that not only must the AAtrib set represent features of the basic activity, but it must also consider some dependencies that exist between the basic activity and the underlying system. Hence, some features of the system can be seen in this set, as well.
Definition 6.
Workload means the number of processes being executed in the peer. Since peers are involved in a distributed system, 2 types of workloads can be considered for each peer, the first regarding local processes (local processes' workload) and the other regarding global processes being executed on the peer (global processes' workload). However, such structures lack the ability to support decisions about the global processes' workload.
To clarify to the members of the AAtrib set in regard to the definition brought for the MAtrib, a definition of the workload activity must be represented. Eq. (1) represents the new definition for the workload activity within any instance of the peer's lifetime.
Workload (t) =
Number of System Call X (t) Total Number of System Calls (t)
For Global Processes (1) Based on Eq. (1), each member of the AAtrib set is calculated. Two points should be pointed out about Eq.
(1): 1) The AAtrib set is a time series. In other words, time is implicitly associated with each member of the set. Parameter 't' in Eq. (1) refers to this property.
2) The AAtrib members should also represent basic features of the surrounding system. Actually, based on Eq. (1), 4 sets are generated: AAtrib IO , AAtrib F , AAtrib M , and AAtrib P , and there is a one-to-one relation between these and those of MAtrib. These relations indicate that each peer is merely described regarding the basic activity involved.
It is worth mentioning that any (MAtrib X , AAtrib X ) pair indicates one element in the describing matrix. When describing the Latin square, we will see that this pair actually represents one single cell in the Latin square, marked as X.
SAtrib set in the peer-to-peer system
Each peer must reside within a system so that its status can be described. Concerning the peer's functionality and users querying the peer, certainly a system may be considered as allocated to the peer and, consequently, an environment will be dedicated to it, as well. This means that in order to describe a peer's status, the system parameters affecting the peer status must be taken into account. However, such parameters originate from the system's basic features.
In studying the important and basic features of the system, it should be noted that first, the system is a distributed peer-to-peer system with no predescribed structures. In fact, the system's structure is formed within the 3 discussed eras and can dynamically change. Second, it follows a concept called supply/demand. Third, it considers the 4 categories of resources. This consideration is respected at all of the system's structures. Fourth, to perform interpeer supply/demand, the system members use a concept called Region. Fifth, the system follows the local autonomy principle.
These are the features that make the peer-to-peer system different from any other distributed peer-topeer system. We expect the Latin square to take into account all of the effects exerted by these 5 features when defining peer status.
Local supply/demand concept
In the peer-to-peer system's Jurassic era, any peer can enter or leave a region that has taken on the responsibility of responding to the global requests concerning a specific task. This behavior inside each peer results in a function called the SDL function. Based on this function, as a peer enters into the Jurassic era (due to the initialization of a global request at that peer or reception of a global request by the peer) and upon activation of a unit in the local peer, a unit called SDL is triggered. This unit aims to describe the peer status. It gets activated whenever the system switches from the local kernel into the system's kernel and it makes use of the data stored in Oasis to describe the peer's status as related to itself.
Counting the number of global requests in the SDOasis region, either of SL-type or DL-type, the unit can describe the peer's status concerning itself. SL requests refer to those requests initialized inside the peer and cannot be satisfied by the local operating system. DL requests refer to those requests accepted by the local peer and being executed on the peer as vice-processes. Of course, all of the global requests are accepted, if respecting the local autonomy of the peer. In the peer-to-peer system, the supply/demand function also determines if there should be a transition from one era to another. That is why defining a peer's status concerning itself is emphasized. On the other hand, the SDL unit specifies the peer's status regarding the requests that it cannot handle or the requests that it has received.
The way the Latin square is formed by LTE unit
The LTE unit is to manage the Latin square formation. This unit makes a Latin square within the Jurassic era. It is formed inside any peer to describe the peer's status regarding the global processes by which the peer gets affected somehow. Describing the peer's status in a given system, particularly complicated ones like distributed peer-to-peer systems, might not be conducted in an abstract manner. In other words, the peer's status concerning itself and the system cannot be described using the current processes being executed on the peer, the number of requests entered by the peer, and the number of requests the peer has forwarded.
In the LTE unit, an n × n data structure called the peer's Latin square is formed. This data structure is represented as LTE peer . Thus, for each request sent or received by the peer, the Latin square is changed.
There exists one Latin square for each type of resource. Requests related to a specific resource cause changes in the corresponding Latin square.
The Latin square is an n × n matrix. Each row in the matrix represents an activity. When the system's units meet a global request, regarding the operation, one single row of this matrix is initialized and is labeled Activity x by the LTE. In other words, when the system replies to a request, its name is assigned to the first free row of the Latin square corresponding to the type of activity responded to.
The most important challenge of the LTE unit is the number of samples to be collected by this unit for the final formation of the Latin square. Therefore, to have each of the 4 types of resources of the Latin square properly formed, the LTE needs to gather data pertaining to some requests about each of the 4 types of resources. In theory, n may be any number, but for 3 reasons, this number has to be limited to a certain threshold. First, the LTE unit is run at the operating system's kernel level. Second, the nature of the requests selected to populate the LTE data structures should represent the peer's status concerning the executing global processes. The Latin square is formed to describe the peer's status regarding the global requests. The status is defined due to the peer's membership in or its exit from a specific region. Third, the information collection time should be much smaller compared to that of the system's average time of the common operations. On the other hand, the number of rows should not be taken too small; since it cannot define the operation taken for the execution of specific activities within the system well, taking the suitable value for n is largely dependent on factors such as the average speed of the system's member processors, average data transmission rate, and average bandwidth.
Method of obtaining the peer's Latin square
Next, we can describe the way that the Latin square may be created inside any local peer. In return for each occurrence of PBang X inside the local peer, the LTE unit is activated. Upon activation of the LTE, the processes' access to information is privileged, and for each request of the global process to resource X, the system call by which the resource is requested is investigated. Such systems calls constitute rows of the matrix. Its columns represent a number of executions. The element at the crossing of the calculated rows and columns indicates the workload of each activity. This value is calculated and put into its correct position by the LTE during the activity or the system call execution time. For each row, as long as the number of system calls executed equals n, upon reception of the global requests, the workload at the activity or system call execution time is assumed as the element at the crossing of the calculated row and column.
It should be noted that the LTE can manage completing rows and Latin squares (related to resource types) in parallel. The Table shows the schema of the Latin square form in each peer. It is worth mentioning that the Latin square obtained first shows the peer's status over a specific time interval. In other words, the Latin square is indicative of the peer's status as related to those global processes requesting resource X. As mentioned, a process is considered as a global one if it is forwarded because the local operating system has not been able to satisfy its resource requests. Thus, upon completion of the Latin square related to resource X, we may have a general scheme concerning the peer's status regarding resource X. Of course, this scheme is obtained considering the system effects.
Based on the results evaluated, and using the theory of probabilities and the huge number of instructions at the time when PBang X occurs, the probability of the workload caused by the execution of the mentioned set members to be identical goes to zero. That is one reason for using Latin squares.
Fundamental features of the Latin square
Paying attention to the way each a ij is calculated, it is realized that at the moment of the algorithm's execution, some instructions related to the formation of other parts of the peer-to-peer system inside the peer are in execution, and thus the workload is constantly changing. Therefore, the most important point about the peer's Latin square is that any number appears once in each row and column. This means that:
1. Different executions of i activity do not produce the same workload. In other words, each n times that activity i is executed, its workload never remains the same.
2. Process behaviors and the operations they perform are not predictable and so many parameters affect them. Thus, at each certain moment, it is possible for new operations to be initiated inside the peers. Issues related to these operations, e.g., allocating their resources, directly affect the completion time of the global activity concerned.
At this point, we reach the conclusion that the assumptions set forth make us think that it is highly improbable to reach 2 identical a ij elements in the same row. Actually, this probability is low and nearly equals zero.
The second point to be discussed about the peer's Latin square is that there is no identical number in the same column. This means that no 2 activities have the same execution time. It should be noted the statements made about the lack of similarity between the entries in a row could be extended to show that no 2 column entries are identical.
Next, taking into account the fact that 4 Latin squares exist inside of the peers and also that these are n × n matrices with no identical a ij in each row and column, it may be stated that the peer's Latin square is in accordance with Latin square combinational design. Thus, in regard to the concept of the Latin square, we have:
∀ n ≥ 2 and Replace n as 0 (3)
Latin square updating time
The Latin square should describe the peer's status regarding the surrounding system. Therefore, the time needed for its formation and updating depends on the system's features. The peer's Latin square needs to be examined at 2 different times: first, the time when some changes occur at the system level in which the peer resides, and second, when the status of the local peer changes, such that the basic features defined and set for the peer change. In the Jurassic era, change in the system means change in the region in which the peer resides.
Changing regions means that the peer is moving from one region to another, such that its Latin square must be recalculated. The second case occurs when the peer turns its status from vendor into patron. Under such conditions, the basic feature defined in the peer regarding the system has changed.
In a more general condition, when the frequency of changeability of each factor above exceeds the threshold set forth by the system's designer, the LTE can substitute them with the 2 following parameters. In this condition, changes in the system mean switching from the regions that respond to resource X to regions that respond to resource Y. However, X and Y will not be of the same value. Changes in the peer's status mean switching from Vendor X into either Vendor Y or Patron X and from Patron X into either Patron Y or Vendor X .
For each of the 2 rules discussed for the peer's status change, 1 of the 2 parameters used to examine the peer's status has changed. Thus, the output results from the peer status examination do not remain valid and the LTE must reevaluate the peer's status.
Evaluation
Several different evaluations can be performed, but to present an exact evaluation we have used the mentioned peer-to-peer system considering the workload under 2 different conditions. First, as seen in Figure 2 , the peerto-peer system contains a server and information collection, and the peer's status description is conducted on the basis of the 4-dimensional model already presented regarding the workload activity. Second, there is no server in the peer-to-peer system and using the 4-dimensional model based on the Latin square, the time required for gathering data, describing the peers' status regarding the workload activity, and the description given about the peer's individually are compared.
In the evaluation of the peer-to-peer system [29] in a server-oriented situation, we change the functionality of the coordinator peers at the system to the server and obtain the status of the peers based on the model and workload activity. Without any change in the system's status, we convert servers to ordinary peers to form a serverless system and use the Latin square model for describing the status of the peers. This test is repeated based on different measurements, such as the size of the system and the time for collecting the information 25 times.
In the former case, there is a concept, namely determining the system's status based on the data received from the system itself. The times required for gathering data using a server-oriented system and in a serverless system (a peer is randomly chosen to take action to collect the required data) are compared. On average, at each execution of the initial information-gathering model to describe peer status regarding the workload activity, the Latin square in the serverless architecture has been shown to be faster due to the small amounts of information that it requires.
In a server-oriented situation, increasing the size of the system has a direct relation with time. In test number 10, the size of the system is considered as half of that of test 11. As you can see in test 10, the server used 50 time units to describe the peers' status, since in the same situation by increasing the number of peers in test 11, the time increased to 97 time units. These tests are not done continuously, as we start the server in test 10 and obtain the time for collecting information, then shut down the server and increase the size of the system in test 11, and then again start the server to collect information and obtain the time. However, a serverless situation does not follow this behavior. As seen in Figure 2 , although the system has doubled in size in test 11 compared to test 10, the time for collecting information has not doubled and the time for collecting information in test 10 is 23 time units, whereas in test 11 it is 26. This is because the collecting information process is only done on peers related to the global job with this peer.
In test 5, the time for collecting information in both situations, serverless and server-oriented, is the same. This is because the peers that start the global job in a serverless situation have used all of the peers in the system for running this job. Indeed, the peers' times for collecting information in tests 4 and 5 are approximately equal in the serverless situation, but the difference in the server-oriented situation is considerable. The difference of these 2 tests is only in the size of the system, where the size of the system in test 5 is smaller than that in test 4. These tests are done continuously, as in a server-oriented situation, at the moment of decreasing the size of the system to reach test 5, the server is in the system and is not down. By decreasing the size of the system, we expect that the time for collecting information decreases in a serverless situation significantly as well, but this does not happen. Due to the server-oriented situation, the server collects the information of all of the peers in the previous steps and has full information about the system since these tests are done continuously. With any new change in a peer or system, the server collects only the information of that part and updates the matrix of its Latin square. However, in a serverless situation with any new change, the peer collects the information of all of the peers related to it in running the job; therefore, the time for collecting information in this situation does not improve considerably. Figure 3 specifies describing the peer's status based on 2 criteria. It is assumed that the workload on each peer in server-oriented systems is held, and Figure 3 presents an evaluation in which 20 peers have been examined at 2 different states. The green curve indicates the workload of the 20 peers while computational applications, MM5 [30] and WRF [31] , are being executed. Peer number 2 is assumed to be the server. This peer is of full and adequate information about the workload of all of the other peers. To ignore the workload caused by the operating system (OS) operations, Linux Fedora Minimum 12 is installed on all of the peers. What peer number 2 calculates is the workload caused by a peer's participation in executing the global operations related to these applications.
The system is changed to investigate the Latin square in a serverless situation regarding the workload activity. While keeping its hardware and software untouched, some changes are made to the applications to meet the Latin square's requirements. Three reasons are given to show that the situation is kept the same as before. First, these changes are made only to remove the concept of the server peer(s). In such a condition, the initiating peer plays the role of the coordinator. Second, no change is made to the data structures responsible for executing the local operations, and so from the application's standpoint, no change is made to the hardware or software. Third, to keep both of the evaluations as similar as possible, it is assumed that when building the Latin square, each peer only considers the process set as its generating set. Therefore, in both evaluations, the process is considered as the only resource based on which the workload is calculated. The red curve indicates the workload of each peer in the Kertaseh era, a stable situation in the peer-to-peer system. As can be seen, there are some differences between the workload calculated for the server-oriented system and the system using the Latin square in the serverless architecture. Generally, such differences are due to the communication overhead and traffic between the server and the other peers. Figure 3 , while the system is stable, there are some differences between the workload calculated in the 2 architectures. This will be discussed in detail in Section 7. In Figure 4 , we are interested in investigating the way in which the workload is calculated by the 2 architectures. Peer number 5 in the evaluation given in Figure 3 has been considered. In the first test, peer number 5 is encased by a system in which peer number 2 is the server peer. This peer calculates the workload exerted on peer number 5, where the red curve in Figure 4 shows peer number 5's workload calculated by peer number 2 based on the status described for peer number 5 by the server. As we expected, at the beginning of the application, the execution of peer number 5's workload (the central processor's workload) fluctuates, but after 9 time units, we see that peer number 5's workload reaches a balance. The same test was conducted over peer number 5 when inside a system that made use of the Latin square to describe the peers' status in a serverless architecture.
The blue curve in Figure 4 represents the test. We see that, first, it takes longer to reach a balance when compared to the previous test, and, second, over the concerned time interval, it starts to fluctuate once again. The reasons behind such differences shall be explained as the challenge point of the Latin square in Section 6.
Discussion
As was seen in the evaluations, first, the volume of information needed for forming Latin squares inside the peers in a serverless architecture is very small compared to that needed in a server-oriented architecture. This was described implicitly in Section 1; due to the lack of a global view, the system member peers can collect less information in comparison with the server peers. This causes the size of the Latin square that is formed to be much smaller in the system in a serverless situation than in a server-oriented situation. In other words, the workload required by peers who are members of the system for describing the peer's status is less than the workload needed by a server-oriented architecture.
Furthermore, as shown in the evaluations, any member in a serverless situation makes the same decision that a server makes, with the difference that the global operations to be conducted by the server to gather data are not necessary. On the other hand, the system's nature can be observed in the Latin squares formed in each peer. The system uses the 4-faceted resource-process model. This model is respected in any Latin square (and sets generating Latin squares) formed. Putting this all together, it means that the description of a peer's status using Latin squares matches the system's structure.
As we mentioned in Section 5, and in the evaluations shown in Section 6, the Latin square is unlike the traditional approaches used to describe the peers' status entering the distributed systems out of the serveroriented systems, as time is implicitly incorporated into the model. The existence of time in the generating sets and the high number of acceptable events used to describe the peer's status are all indicative of keeping track of time and the time information in Latin squares. On the other hand, the Latin square enables peers to make decisions about their own status without needing time synchronizations in a serverless architecture and they are only based on basic events.
As shown in the evaluations, the formation of Latin squares depends largely on the systems' eras. This means that the structure by which the decisions are made in the Jurassic era may not be similar to that of structures based on combinational designs used in the server. However, in the Kertaseh era, not only are all of the possible states generated, but also due to the small volume of Latin squares, describing the peers' status is much faster and more performable.
In the workload calculation evaluation (Figure 3) , there is meaningful difference between the workloads calculated for the server-oriented situation compared to that of the Latin square model in a serverless situation. Performing the evaluations several times, we concluded that the difference is always constant when the evaluations are repeated so many times. Let the constant be C, and then for the sake of finding out why such a constant ever exists inside the systems concerned, we need monitoring of the central processor's workload. When the behavior of the central processor when the system is server-oriented is studied, then it is understood that while the central processor is busy running applications, some time is spent responding to the requests sent by the server peer. To be more exact, in both of the models, the operating system obtains the central processor's control. Since in both systems the minimum operating system is used, the time spent should be small enough to be neglected. On the other hand, when the server peer asks for the status, the operating system gets activated, and by checking the existing workload at the central processor, it measures it and sends the information to the server. However, in a serverless situation, based on the 4-directional model, information is stored at a local peer. In other words, calculating the workload based on the local information and not using a server to have it calculated causes the difference.
As we noted in Sections 5 and 6, in the serverless situation, based on the 4-dimensional model, more time is needed to describe the peers' status. The first question about Figure 3 may be why stability is of great concern. This condition is the one in which we desire to execute applications. The condition includes times, where we may easily make decisions about the parameters affecting the system's status. Fluctuating parameters definitely affect the system's status during nonstable conditions, such that the peers' status described by any model cannot be accurate.
If we regard peer number 5's stability in Figure 4 , we notice that in the server-oriented situation, peer number 2 (as the server) sees peer 5's instability period as much smaller. That is because of requesting the peer's status and processes being initiated in peer number 5. The time above may be neglected, reasoning that this time is spent to describe peer number 5's status through its living at the stable condition. However, this does not hold for the 4-dimensional model. In order to have it studied, we should examine peer number 5's status in the system. As already discussed in Sections 2 and 3, Latin square combinational designs that describe the status of the peers take into account an important factor that is called the system's effects (or parameters). In Figure 4 , the blue curve related to the description of peer number 5's status using the 4-dimensional model is shown regarding the system's effects. If we take a second look at the primary period spent on executing the applications inside peer 5, we realize that its description on the basis of the 4-dimensional model has higher fluctuations when compared to peer number 5's description on the basis of the server model. The reason here is actually related to the systems' nature. When applications inside peer number 5 are getting activated, the 4-dimensional model describes the status of peer 5 in the Mosaic era. Upon the occurrence of the first PBang process inside peer number 5, the 4-dimensional model describes the status of the peer using the Latin square's combinational designs' structures in the Jurassic era. The most important feature of the Jurassic era in the system is the lack of stability. This means that peer number 5 is fluctuating (entering and leaving) in the processing regions of the distributed peer-to-peer system. Thus, in the simplest way, it is concluded that due to changes in the system's effects, the peer's status description turns variable, as well. In the Jurassic era, the Latin square is directly affected by 2 sets, SAtrib and MAtrib. On the other hand, these 2 sets change in accordance with changes taking place regarding the peer's status inside the system. After a certain period, we see that the peer's description using the Latin square enters the Kertaseh era. The most important feature of the Kertaseh era in the peer-to-peer system is the dominant stability across the system. The 4-dimensional model shows a stable and balanced behavior during the Kertaseh era.
In this evaluation, we see another event of PBang within the Kertaseh era. This means that a processing request has been encountered inside peer number 5 that neither the peer itself nor any of the peers within the same region in which peer 5 resides have not been able to satisfy. Thus, peer 5 has entered the secondary Jurassic era.
One of the main differences of the 4-dimensional model compared to others is its wide support for resources. Performing the evaluations above regarding any other resource than the process causes the serveroriented architecture to fail. This is because either the frequency of the changes are too high, such that the server cannot provide a description of the peer's status, or some information sent by the peers is meaningless to the server peer. The second reason is more often seen in the case of special types of resources.
Using the 4-dimensional model in a serverless architecture, we benefit from the capability of describing the peer's status: first, in regard to the peer-to-peer system, getting the independence of the central structures such as the server-oriented architecture. Second, the peer's status will not be described just based on the abstract status of the peer. In other words, the system considers the peer in a system and the effects of that system. Third, it is compatible with the distributed peer-to-peer systems lacking certain stability periods given by the server-oriented systems.
The 4-dimensional model in a serverless situation only has a challenge when the peer starts a global job and uses most of the peers in the system in running it. In this situation, with any change in the parameters of the model, the starter peer collects the information of the numerous peers and updates their describing matrixes; this is because the peer has no total overview of all of the parameters of the model and it is a time-consuming process. However, in a server-oriented situation, the server has complete information about all of the parameters of the model (MAtrib, SAtrib, AAtrib), and by changing any of these parameters, the server can detect the change and update the related information.
Conclusion
In this paper, a 4-dimensional model is proposed to describe the peers' status in a server-oriented architecture. The 4-dimensional model is also considered for the peer-to-peer architecture to overcome the limitations of such systems in describing the status of the peers. A Latin square is applied to the distributed peer-to-peer system. In this peer-to-peer system, both architectures have been compared. The proposed model requires minimal data to function. By considering the sets MAtrib, AAtrib, the 2 concepts of time, and the system's features, it is possible to have the peer's status described by first using the local data of each peer, then taking into account the status of all of the peer's resources, and finally considering the peer-to-peer system as a whole. Using a 4-dimensional model in a serverless architecture, as opposed to a server-oriented architecture, increases the precision of the description given by the peer's status of any basic activity like the workload. However, there are 2 main challenges about the descriptions obtained using a 4-dimensional model in a serverless architecture. First, this model requires the 'system's effect factors' set, which needs proper knowledge about the system and those parameters affecting the peer's status. Second, in a serverless architecture, due to the dependency of the 4-dimensional model on the underlying system, it needs more time to reach stability compared to a server-oriented architecture. In addition, unlike the server-oriented architecture, after reaching stability, due to the stochastic nature of the system, no guarantee is given on a sustainable stability. Despite a server-oriented architecture, the 4-dimensional model is in accordance with the nature of distributed systems and satisfies many of its requirements, such as there being no need for global information. In addition, unlike the server-oriented architecture, different resource types and times are taken into account when describing the peer's status. The 4-dimensional model in the peer-to-peer system provides an opportunity to the local operating system to make use of its own structures in the same way as it does when using kernel structures. Using these structures, an OS can better decide about the peer's status and the system encompassing it. This feature enables existing processes within the peer to decide about the global processes. In other words, decisions about acceptance or rejection of global process are made more accurately using the information stored in the Latin square. This important aspect will be further investigated in our future work.
